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The project "FIAP NEWS"
FIAP News is an online magasine having the goal of sharing with all FIAP members important
information regarding the life of the federation.
It will contain all the information regarding:
- The life of Operational Members
- The life of ILFIAP Clubs
- The main FIAP authors
- Our most promising young photographers
- The main FIAP Patronage events
- The main events with FIAP Auspices
- The main activities developed by FIAP Directory Board
The main objective is to give greater visibility to FIAP and its members at both National and
International level.
In order to accomplish this, some macro areas responsibles have been identified. They will have
the function of gathering all the information from members on a regular basis and forward the
articles to the editor.
The responsibles identified for each macro-area are:
• Africa, Mrs. Jill Sneesby
• Asia; Mrs. Keiko Sato
• Australia and New Zealand; Mrs. Lynn Clayton
• Europe, Mr. Wolfgang Wiesen
• Middle East, Mr. Ahmed Al-Busaidi
• South America and North America (interim), Mr. Nicolás Berlingieri
• FIAP DB Mr. Joan Burgues Martisella
Each macro-area responsible will have to be supported by all Liaison Officers and ILFIAP
Clubs. The latter will have have the task of selecting the articles and transmitting them regularly
in English to the Responsibles of the macro areas.
The number "zero", edited in English, will be published on-line only when the availability of
continuous collaboration will be guaranteed in order to ensure a constant flow of information.
Certainly it is an ambitious goal that can only be achieved with the vital support of you all!
It is a great opportunity to better know each other and disseminate our photographic activities....
let’s work together for the success of this initiative.

